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TECH FACT

METRIC WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT
FOR CONCRETE PIPE
Principles of Reinforcement
When concrete pipe is subjected to a load, either by a testing apparatus or a field
installation, this load tries to deform the pipe into an elliptical shape. During the
loading process tensile stresses develop on the inside of the pipe at the crown and
invert and on the outside of the pipe at the spring line, and compressive stresses
develop opposite these tensile stresses (Figure 1). Since concrete is strong in
compression but weak in tension, cracks form in the tensile zones. Steel
reinforcement in the form of welded wire is used to hold these cracks together, and
thus provide structural integrity to the pipe. Although steel reinforcement is not
required in the compression zones of the pipe wall, modern manufacturing techniques
preclude the steel from being left out of these areas.
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D-Load Requirements & Manufacturing Specifications
Reinforced concrete pipe is manufactured in accordance with ASTM C-76 & 76M (CSA Standard A-257.2
M). The strength of concrete pipe is stated in terms of D-load which is the load in newtons per linear meter
per millimeter of diameter (pounds force per linear foot per foot of diameter). Concrete pipe that is tested
by the three-edge-bearing method is classified according to the D-load that produces a 0.3 mm crack, and
the higher D-load that will produce minimum ultimate strength. The D-load strength concept and the
statistical evaluation of test results are the basis for the ASTM and CSA Standards that govern the
manufacture of concrete pipe. ASTM C76 & C76M (CSA A-257.2 M) lists design tables for 5 Classes of
reinforced concrete pipe (i.e., 40-D through 140-D) showing the pipe diameter, wall thickness,
compressive strength of concrete and the amount of circumferential reinforcement required for each class.
The steel areas listed are typically minimum required if designed by C76 specifications, however, the
overriding acceptance factor is normally the three-edge-bearing test. For some larger pipe sizes where the
ASTM & CSA Standards do not list steel areas, the pipe manufacturer may employ the indirect design
method as a guide to selecting steel areas. As an alternate to the designs requiring both inner and outer
circular cages, the reinforcement may be positioned and proportioned with combinations of circular cages,
elliptical cages and quadrant steel mats within the minimum limits specified. Figure 2 illustrates a typical
reinforcement pattern for large diameter pipe combining an inner and outer cage with an elliptical cage for
optimum positioning of tensile steel.
Steel Reinforcement
Circular reinforcing wire cages are fabricated from pre-manufactured welded wire reinforcement which is
rolled or rerolled into the required cage diameter and tack welded. The wire used in pipe fabric is
produced from controlled-quality, low carbon hot rolled steel rods. These rods are cold worked through a
series of dies to reduce the rod diameter to the specified wire diameter, thus increasing the overall
strength of the steel. A deformation roll is added to produce deformed wire. Chemical composition is
carefully selected to give proper welding characteristics in addition to desired mechanical properties.
Welded wire reinforcement is produced on automatic welding machines which are designed for long,
continuous operation. Longitudinal wires are straightened and fed continuously through the machine.
Transverse wires, entering from the side or from above the welder, are resistance welded to the
longitudinal wires each time the longitudinal wires advance through the machine. Wire and welded wire
pipe fabric reinforcement is tested in strict conformance with ASTM A370 requirements.
Wire Size Designation
Individual wire (plain and deformed) size designations are based on the cross-sectional area of a given
wire. The "W" prefix designates plain wire and "D" designates deformed. The number following the letter
gives the cross-sectional area of the wire (for customary units, in hundredths of a square inch). For
example, W4 would indicate a plain wire with a cross-sectional area of 0.04 in2. D4 would indicate a
deformed wire with an area of 0.04 in2. When describing metric welded wire, a prefix "M" is added with
the number following the letters "MW" or "MD" denoting the steel area in mm2. For example, MW or MD26
refers to an area of 26 mm2. The enclosed pipe fabric Table 4 lists typical W and equivalent MW wire
sizes along with wire areas, diameters & mass (weight) per unit length of wire.
Designating Style of Welded Wire Reinforcement
Spacings and sizes of wires in welded wire reinforcement are identified by "style". A typical style
designation is 2x8 - W12xW5. Here is a description of the numbers in the style:
• Spacing of longitudinal wire = 2" (51 mm)

• Spacing of transverse wires = 8" (203 mm)

• Size of longitudinal wires = W12 size (77 mm2)

• Size of transverse wires = W5 size (32 mm2)

The equivalent metric (call out) designation would be 51x203 - MW77xMW32. Note both wire spacings
and wire sizes are soft metricated, then rounded to whole numbers.
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Calculating Weights (Mass) from Actual Wire Dimensions
When figuring widths, lengths and weights of pipe fabric use the actual metric soft conversions for wire
spacings and sizes in Table 4. Due to the approximation of conversion factors and multipliers, when soft
converting from metric styles to inch-pound styles or vice versa, calculated weights (mass) and areas of
finished products, e.g., rolls and sheets, may vary by as much as 1%. Where there is a variance, the inch
pound calculations govern. An example follows:
Inch-pound Style
2x8 - W12xW5

Metric (call-out) Style
51x203 - MW77xMW32

Metric (Actual) Style
.
50.8x203.2 - MW77.4xMW32.3

Consider the following inch-pound call-out width and length for calculating weights (mass) in this example:
width = 92" + 1/2" + 1/2" overhangs (2337mm + 13mm + 13mm overhangs)
length = 600 feet including 4" overhangs (183m incl. 102mm overhangs)
When figuring weights (mass) of total products, e.g., rolls or sheets use actual (soft converted) wire
spacings and sizes, width, and length.
Example:
Wire Size

Long. Wires
(circumferential)
Cross Wires
(longitudinal)

Mass (kg/m)

MW77.4

.607

MW32.3

.253

No. of Wires
X

!""#.%
&'.%

= 46spc. (47 wires) X

X

(%!%%
!'".!

= 900 X

Length (L) or Overall
Width (OW)

L=182.88m
OW=2.36m

Total Mass

5217.38
!"#."#
!#%!.#!

kg/roll

Specifications
Welded wire reinforcement and wire for the manufacture of pipe fabric is produced in accordance with
ASTM and CSA specifications as listed in Table 1. You will note that plain and deformed welded wire
reinforcement have a minimum yield strength equal to 450MPa (65ksi) and 485 MPa (70ksi), respectively.
Higher yield strengths, improved weldability, pre-manufactured quality control and fabricating efficiencies
are the primary advantages of welded wire reinforcement.

Information Tables 2, 3 and 4
See Tables 2, 3 and 4 for load/force conversion factors, a common list of typical wire spacings converted
to metric dimensions and a table on properties of wire for welded wire reinforcement for pipe fabric.
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Disclaimer
This publication and its contents, including, but not limited to, textual material, graphs, tables, charts, calculations,
statistics, photographs and/or drawings are made available by the WRI “AS IS” and as an informational resource
only. WRI, its officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, volunteers, members, and consultants DISCLAIM
ANY AND ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, OR OTHER
TERMS (INCLUDING AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
SUITABILITY OR MERCHANTABILITY) with respect to the publication and its contents. To the fullest extent
permitted by applicable law, WRI fully disclaims any and all liability or responsibility for any damages, injuries or
losses to persons, property, or business, including, but not limited to, lost profits, direct, indirect, incidental,
consequential or punitive damages, costs, and expenses, including attorneys’ fees and court costs, arising out of, or
related to the downloading and/or use of this publication and its contents.
For more information visit our website: WireReinforcementInstitute.org
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